Are loopwheels UK-designed and
made?
Loopwheels are a UK invention. The springs are
made in small batches near where we live in
Nottinghamshire and we make the wheels there
too.
But we do import some components, as we can’t
get hold of everything from UK sources as yet.
We're working on it though!

Have you really reinvented the
wheel?

Yes! We know that “reinventing
the wheel” is a bit of a joke. But
that’s just what we’ve done.
And when you ride on
loopwheels, you’ll wonder why
no one did it sooner.
Can loopwheels be fitted to any bike?
No. Currently we just make 20” loopwheels,
which is a small wheel size. Many 20” wheeled
folding commuter bikes don’t have any
suspension so loopwheels are ideal for them. But
because of the movement from the hub, you
need clearance between the top of the tyre and
the front forks. This isn’t a problem on many
bikes - they have this much space for those fat
cushioning tyres (which, with loopwheels, you
don’t need any more).
We fit our loopwheels to a Dahon Mu, as shown
above. You get the same compact fold as a
normal folding bike, but now with a more
comfortable loopwheels ride.

What about UK-made bikes?
Dahon make good bikes, but we’d also like to be
fitting loopwheels to a UK frame, because we
believe strongly in UK creativity, design,
manufacturing and engineering.
One day soon, we hope!

. . . because sometimes it's
good to reinvent the wheel.
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Reinventing the wheel to
make cycling more
comfortable

What exactly are loopwheels?
Loopwheels are a new type of bicycle wheel that
have been designed to make cycling more
comfortable.
They’re a brand-new innovation, invented and
made in Nottinghamshire, England by Sam
Pearce of Jelly Products.

How do they make cycling more
comfortable?
Loopwheels feature a spring system between the
hub and the rim of the wheel which provides
suspension – cushioning the rider from bumps
and potholes in the road.
They also have a conventional hub with a hub
brake and hub gears. Because of the suspension
within the wheel, you can use high-pressure or
puncture-resist tyres. So you don’t need to rely
on fat (and sluggish) tyres to cushion your ride.

Where did the idea for loopwheels
come from?
Sam first had the idea of a wheel with integral
suspension in 2007. He made his first prototype in
2009, but it took four years of development and
testing to create the loopwheel you see today. The
loopwheel is “pat pending” and is a registered
design.
People used to laugh when Sam said he was
working on a new design for a bicycle wheel. You
have to have a streak of madness to attempt such
a project!
Others before Sam have tried to invent similar
“resilient wheels” and there are patents on various
inventions from the early 20th century onwards.
But unlike the loopwheel, none of these earlier
inventions actually worked!

What are the benefits for the
rider?
•

Tangential suspension

This gives you a really smooth ride. People
find they can tackle bumps, kerbs and
cobbles much more easily on loopwheels
than on normal, spoked wheels.
The images below illustrate this:

Loopwheel Suspension

How does loopwheel technology
work?
Loopwheel springs are made from a carbon
composite, carefully developed and tested to
give optimum compression and lateral stability
as well as strength and durability. Speciallydesigned connectors attach the springs to the
hub and rim. There are three springs in each
wheel, which work together as a self-correcting
system.
The spring configuration allows for the torque to
be transferred smoothly between the hub and
the rim.
Front and rear loopwheels have different spring
rates. A front and rear loopwheel can be used
together as a set, or you can use a single
loopwheel alongside a conventional spoked
wheel.
Loopwheels provide suspension on a bike which
has none, or can be fitted in addition to
suspension forks to give a smoother, more
comfortable ride.

Are loopwheels heavier than normal
wheels?
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What’s different about loopwheels?
Unlike suspension forks, loopwheels provide
tangential suspension: that is, they work in every
direction. So they respond to a force hit head-on
in the same way as they do to a force from above
or below.

Conventional Front Suspension

•

Less vibration, increased comfort

Most riders have said they don’t experience
the usual vibration up their arms, because
loopwheels absorb and isolate you from the
“noise” of the road. So you’ll get less wrist
and shoulder ache on long rides.
•

More FUN!

Last, but not least, everyone who’s ridden a
loopwheels bike so far has said “WOW! This
is FUN!”

